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At Mesos it’s the providers’ fascination for art 
that brought them together. “Being a surgeon is 
incredibly fulfilling; you can act in the moment 
to help someone permanently”, says Dr. 
Gerzenshtein, a double-board certified plastic 
surgeon. But it’s their passion for the creative 
process that fuels their desire to transform 
their patient’s concerns into aesthetic harmony. 
“We are all artistically inclined, and we enjoy 
seeing a positive transformation, whether in 
correcting the lower lids or repositioning the 
brow for a more youthful look” says Dr. Soares, 
the practice’s facial cosmetic surgical specialist 
and medical director.  In Medical school Dr. 
Soares created anatomy paintings for the 
school’s Head & Neck dissection manual, while 
Dr. Gerzenshtein took up sculpting to sharpen 
his artistic vision; “it enhances your ability 
to contour the body for a maximal aesthetic 
result.” Larry, Blevins PA, the practice’s 
cosmetic laser and filler veteran says, “I love 
the art of aesthetics. Whether in reversing the 
look of weathered skin or adding volume to 
bring balance to the face, my goal is to provide 
inspiring results to each patient.” This attention 
to detail and harmony pays off as it has brought 
Mesos to the forefront of aesthetic surgery in 
the region.
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DR. JACOB  
GERZENSHTEIN M.D.Medicine may be an incredibly rewarding field, but for these 

three aesthetic surgery providers, it’s their fascination for art that 
brought them together at Mesos. 

“Being a surgeon is incredibly fulfilling in itself because 
you can act in the moment to help someone permanently and 
immediately,” says Dr. Jacob Gerzenshtein, a double board-
certified plastic surgeon who specializes in body contouring at 
Mesos in Lady Lake. 

It is their passion for the creative process that fuels their 
ever-present desire to transform their patient’s concerns into 
aesthetic harmony. 

“We are all artistically inclined here at Mesos, and we truly 
enjoy seeing a positive transformation in all of our patients, 
whether it be in correcting the lower lid bags that cause a tired 
appearance or repositioning the brow for a more youthful look” 
says Dr. Danny Soares, the practice’s facial cosmetic surgical 
specialist and medical director. 

Among many other artistic endeavors, Dr. Soares spent his 
free time during medical school creating anatomy paintings 
for the school’s head & neck dissection manual, while Dr. 
Gerzenshtein took up sculpting as means to sharpen his artistic 
vision during surgery;  

“It enhances your ability to contour the body for a maximal 
aesthetic result.” 

But it doesn’t end there, on any given day, you may also 
find Larry Blevins, PA, the practice’s laser and filler veteran, 
meticulously working away enhancing a patient’s facial contour. 

“I love the art of aesthetics. Whether in reversing the look 
of weathered, damaged skin or adding volume in just the right 
places to bring balance and beauty to the face, my sole goal is 
to bring out every patients best features.” 

And it pays off. This attention to detail and harmony has brought 
Mesos to the forefront of aesthetic surgery in the region. 

“Our enthusiasm for what we do is never satiated, and we are 
always incorporating the latest developments and technology in 
our field to give our patients the best, most inspiring results.”
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